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1.
INTRODUCTION
“We will not be successful unless we can harness the idealism,
creativity and energy of young people and others who feel disenfranchised. Young people, who constitute the majority of
the population of an increasing number of countries today,
must be viewed as an asset and must be empowered to make
a constructive contribution to the political and economic development of their societies and nations. They represent an
untapped resource. We must offer them a positive vision…”
(UN General Assembly: “Plan of Action to Prevent Violent Extremism”, December 2015)

THE AIMS AND OBJECTIVES IN COCORA
October 2015, the CoCoRa project - Community Counteracting Radicalization - was launched by a partnership of 5 European organisations from 5 EU countries:






Denmark – mhtconsult
France – ADICE
Italy – CESIE
Germany – Cultures Interactive
Austria – Verein Multikulturell

The overall aim was to contribute to the recognition and empowerment of young people from the basic
conviction that the feeling and experience of being equal, respected, recognized and competent citizens
is the strongest means against alienation and violent actions against people and society. CoCoRa has been
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co-funded by the EU Commission within the Erasmus+ Programme, and it is noteworthy that the project
is completely consistent with the concerns and visions as highlighted by the UN General Assembly in the
action plan for prevention of violent extremism. From this approach, the following objectives were in
focus for all activities in CoCoRa:


To strengthen empowerment and self-including citizenship among young Muslims in attitude and action, cognitively as well as emotionally. Through the empowerment process the young people should
acquire visibility and voices of their own in dialogues and debates on risk factors and resilience factors in early and general prevention efforts.



To involve and activate Muslim and ethnic-minority communities in early and general prevention efforts in order to increase and improve the base of knowledge, mutual trust, cohesion and efficiency in
prevention efforts. Through the collaborative process the communities could contribute with insight
into risk factors and resilience factors within the community in terms of radicalization and fascination
of extremist groups.



To promote methods and tools with a holistic perspective, which clearly and consequently link general
prevention efforts to the promotion of young people´s equal and active citizenship.

In the light of these objectives, CoCoRa was implemented within the frame of three activity programmes:

THE COCORA COLLABORATIVE PROGRAMME (CCP)
To engage and involve local communities as equal partners in developing a prevention programme, utilizing inside knowledge, confidential positions and credibility

THE COCORA PREVENTION PROGRAMME (CPP)
To develop a prevention program in close collaboration with the collaborative local communities, engaging young people from the communities in learning activities focused on their
empowerment and devotion to an active fellow citizenship

THE COCORA AMBASSADOR PROGRAMME (CAP)
To develop a training programme, which qualifies the young people to be intercultural ambassadors and enables them to engage in dialogues with professionals in prevention efforts
about young peoples´ needs and requirements for an equal and active citizenship
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THE COCORA HANDBOOK COLLECTION
The programmes are introduced in the present Handbook Collection for the CoCoRa Prevention Strategy.
The Handbook Collection is divided into two parts:

PART ONE summarizes the CoCoRa aims, objectives, background and strategic perspective and proceeds with an introduction to the methodological approach to community-based and early prevention.
Then follows a review of breeding grounds for violent radicalisation and extremism, as learned from the
CoCoRa learning and training sessions with young participants in the 5 CoCoRa countries.

PART TWO presents the CoCoRa strategy and methodology including an initial outline of the strategy
elements, followed by methodological considerations and concrete examples of tools from the three CoCoRa programmes: the Collaborative Programme, the Prevention Programme and the Ambassador Programme.
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PART ONE
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2.
THE STRATEGIC
PERSPECTIVE
“After years of unfruitful government-led strategic
communications campaigns, policymakers are now
focusing on empowering credible voices at the
grassroots level to expand their communications
reach among individuals and communities vulnerable to the appeal of violent extremism (…) CSOs and
social service agencies should take lead in the preventative space by creating more opportunities for
youth empowerment and building civically engaged
and resilient communities….”
(Barzega A., Powers S., El Kahili N.: “Civic Approaches to Confronting Violent Extremism”, September 2016).

COMMUNITY COUNTERACTING RADICALIZATION
– CLOSING THE TRUST GAP
Throughout Europe, we are facing an increased preparedness to prevent and counteract young people´s
violent radicalization and extremism. As an aftermatch of 9/11 and in the light of terror attacks in several
European countries in recent years, there is a strong and intensified awareness of the militant Islamist
and Jihadist movements that gained a stronger foothold in the wake of the civil war in Syria and the terrorism of IS. On the national as well as the transnational level, the EU member states launched a variety
of strategies to prevent and intervene in terms of counteracting signs and evidence of young people´s
anti-Western and anti-democratic radicalization and sympathy expressions in relation to violent extremist
movements. However, despite the strong attention, we still witness a militant and possibly increased
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radizalisation among some young Muslims, and the recent terror actions are tragic testifies of the ongoing
need for new strategies, approaches and methodologies to prevent and respond to violent radicalization
and extremism. Most of the previous activities aimed at strengthening the professional resources among
youth workers, educators, integration and residential workers, teachers, family counsellors, psychiatrists,
police, probation, scientists and intelligence services, exploring the breeding ground for violent extremism
and terrorism. Frontline workers were trained to deal with extremist views and support vulnerable youth
and families through mentoring, coaching and exit programs etc.
But, in addition to the growing official interest in involving communities and civil society in preventing and
counteracting radicalization, there are examples of mutual skepticism towards the intersectoral collaboration between authorities and civilians, explicitly regarding the involvement of certain Muslim communities and mosques. There have been cases, where municipalities interrupted the ongoing dialogue with
local Muslim organizations - for instance cases, where these organizations invited imams and religious
authority figures under suspicion of violent and subversive extremist views against Western societies.

IN SUMMARY, this reluctance may, however, maintain the dichotomy between “us-and-them”, which
leads some young Muslims to distance themselves from society. This may, in worst case, pave the way for
violent islamist sympathies1.
“…like any other responsible members of society, Muslims must (and already do) help our law enforcement authorities
by reporting any criminal activity, including terrorism, come what may.But at the same time, there is justifiable skepticism at the notion that Muslims must police their own communities and take “ownership” of the problem, when in
fact the current terrorist threat often originates on the margins and fringes of British Muslim communities and away
from british mosques…Notwithstanding this skepticism, there is a real desire in the community to explore grassrootsled responses to the challenge of terrorism. That is why the Muslim Counsil of Britain is carrying out a nationwide
consultation to find out what Muslim communities would like the government to do tackle terrorism together…” 2

FOCUS ON COMMUNITY-BASED PREVENTION
From a methodological perspective, the CoCoRa project represents a wider trend to highlight the importance of involving civil society and local communities in prevention efforts against violent radicalization and extremism3. On an overall level, this trend reflects the desire to strengthen the cohesion between
the governmental sector and civil society organizations in prevention and resilience efforts, including the
cohesion across social and cultural differences4.
“Radicalization that can lead to acts of terrorism is best contained at a level closest to the most vulnerable individuals. It requires close cooperation with local authorities and civil society. Therefore, the core of the action on

1

For instance, this criticism was raised against the British Prevent programme, as summarized by Graham Chris (2017):
“What is the anti-terro Prevent programme and why is it controversial?”. The Telegraph News.
2
Versi, Miqdaad (2016): “Prevent is failing. Any effective strategy must include Muslim communities”, The Guardian.
3
Barzegar, Abbas & Powers, Shawn & El Karhili, Nagham (2016): “Civic Approaches to Confronting Violent Extremism. Sector
Recommendations and Best Practices”.
4
Lindekilde, Lasse (2015): “Danish Prevention of extremism and radicalization 2009-2014: development trends and future
challenges”. Politica 3/2015. (Danish).
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radicalisation and recruitment is, and should remain, at national level. However, the EU can provide an important
framework to help coordinate national policies, share information and determine good practices...” 5

However, in recent statements and reports on the transversal collaboration in early prevention efforts, it
appears to be an authority initiative to select and invite local communities and resources6. The ball is
automatically in the authorities´ court, and there seems to be very few examples of community driven
initiatives, where civilians take the lead and outreach position in efforts to prevent local youth from moving closer to violent radicalist environments.
Transversal and trans-sectoral dialogical fora and networks are positive signs of the will to show mutual
responsiveness and respect in the common efforts against violent radicalization. It is, however, important
to bear in mind that dialogue and network participation does not in itself create commitment, obligation,
accountability and responsibility among civilians and local civil communities.
Furthermore, there have been critical voices that the direct involvement of civil society actors from CSOs
and NGOs may impair the professionalism of the prevention efforts7. The requirements for professional
quality in the efforts may not fully be met by voluntary forces. However, the interaction between different
resources is the keypoint in the community-based and multi-agency approach, where all resources and
improvement agents are equally recognized and even rewarded, but also acting on a common platform
from the same professional approaches and methodological understandings:
Given how crucial and indispensable “organized civil society” – as well as professionalized “civil society” prevent
facilitators – are, two very common misunderstandings about civil society engagement need to be corrected: One:
civil society cannot do this for free – at least when specialized services as disengagement and targeted prevention
on a professional scale is concerned since this needs to be done professionally, be securely financed and have
quality assurance built in. Two: civil society organizations (CSO ) cannot do this alone. While they need to deliver
their services and activities on an independent basis and act independently within statutory organisations (like
schools, prisons etc.),CSO need to acknowledged, supported, backed – and in a sense even liked – by the pertaining
statutory staff and state representatives (working in schools and prisons etc.). Hence, in addition to public funding,
an overall understanding and liaison between two groups of actors is necessary who often do not know each other
much and who also tend to not trust each other: statutory and civil society actors which need to be encouraged
and accompanied in building public-civil partnerships in preventing violent extremism and group hatred…”8

As described later, one of the main learning points from CoCoRa, in terms of transversal alliances in the
community-based prevention efforts, was that community-based prevention strategies must take local
conditions into account in structures and collaborative relations in order to ensure commitment, professional quality and efficiency.
5

The EU Commission, homepage for Migration and Home Affairs.
The Expert Group for Prevention of Radicalization in the City of Copenhagen (2015): “Fewer radicalized through effective
and coherent efforts”, The City of Copenhagen (Danish and English).
7
Hemmingsen, Ann-Sophie (2015): “An introduction to the Danish approach to countering and preventing extremism and
radicalization”. Danish Institute for International Studies.
8
Weilnböck, Harald (2015): “Civil society in preventing violent extremism: European Fair Skills (EFS), Women/ Gender in
Extremism and Prevention (WomEx), Community Counteracting Radicalisation (CoCoRa) – within the EU Radicalisation
Awareness Network (RAN), Bundenetzwerk Bürgerschaftliches Engagement/(BBE Europa-Nachrichten, Newsletter für
Engagement und Partizipation in Europa.
6
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THE STRATEGIC AND EXPERIMENTAL PERSPECTIVE IN
COCORA
On this background, the rationale of the CoCoRa project was to develop and test a new prevention strategy, which, in summary, would try new ways by 1) actively involving local civilians and Muslim communities in early prevention efforts, and 2) systematically linking early prevention to empowerment, thus empowering young Muslims and migrants to feel positive affiliation and equal citizenship. This implies that
young Muslim on equal terms with other young people in society experience to be equally recognized, be
self-confident and empowered to assume the self-including citizenship, as described below.
In practice the CoCoRa strategy has been a genuine experiment, since the strategy wasn’t based on a
comprehensive and proven experience from previous efforts. Thus, the aims and objectives of CoCoRa
add a further perspective to the approaches and methodologies used in the general European prevention
efforts against young Muslims radicalization and growing sympathies towards violent Islamist groups and
environments. CoCoRa represents an innovative strategic path because the initiative to preventive activities derives from civil society and local communities. This includes the organizations in the European
Partnership behind CoCoRa as well as the collaborative communities that took part in building and performing the CoCoRa programmes for young people.
The new prevention angle is also expressed through the change of roles, where Muslim communities
would pass on knowledge about young Muslims mindset and social challenges to prevention authorities
- and not vice versa.
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This approach is alternative compared to the predominantly professional approaches in both previous
and current prevention strategies in Europe. As an example, the Danish strategies have introduced the
use of mentorship for vulnerable
youth, family coaching and youngto-young rolemodels to visit schools
and other institutions in order to
prevent fascination and even affiliation to violent radicalization. Although these strategies are dealing
with the local communities and environments of young people in potential risk zone of violent radicalization, the strategies still concentrate on the professional intervention as well as the qualifications and
resources among firstline practitioners.

PREVENTION THROUGH
SELF-INCLUDING CITIZENSHIP
Instead, as an experiment, CoCoRa
focused on anchoring and qualifying
the prevention activities through
the insight, resources, credibility
and trust within local Muslim and
migrant communities in order to
prevent and counteract radicalization from the inside, so to speak.
By doing so, the central empowerment perspective became double. First and foremost, the empowerment approach was aimed at the
young participants, making them aware of their own potentials and resources to overcome the experience
of alienation, exclusion, lack of equal treatment and even direct discrimination. The key word for this
empowerment and new orientation process is our concept of self-including citizenship, connoting the
process of practicing a positive and active citizenship, even though one may still face negative presumptions and prejudices in the surrounding society. But secondly, the empowerment approach also included
the collaborative Muslim communities, as they gradually realized that they can be more open instead of
reluctant towards local authorities in order to strengthen the common prevention efforts against young
people´s radicalization.
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3.
WHAT IS A COMMUNITY?
“Associations, clubs, resources
persons and residential social
workers, who are actively present in the local community,
can contribute to increase resilience to extremism and radicalization – even though it is
not in itself the purpose of
their activities. Local associations and resources persons
may help to ensure that there
are positive and inclusive alternatives to offers of identity
and community from extremist groups. At the same time,
people in the local community
often have prerequisites for
establishing relationships with
people who do not trust the
authorities and thus cannot be
reached through government efforts. There is a need to involve civil society and local resources people even more
in the efforts to prevent extremism and radicalization. At the same time, there is an even greater need to counter
the development of parallel societies that may pave the way for radicalization in vulnerable residential areas…” (The
Danish Government: “Preventing and countering extremism and radicalization. National Action Plan, 2016).

HOW TO DEFINE A COMMUNITY
When we look at communities as a starting point for the community-based prevention, a first step would
be to define the concept of community. This concept refers to more levels of meaning. It may be a geographical delimination, where the neighbourhood affiliation is the determinant. It may also be a defined
social group or a group closely linked by a common interest. It can be a group of a common religious affiliation etc. Whatever definition, the concept of local communities and community-based actions has widespread attention and interest in these years.
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In the quotation above from the Danish national action plan against extremism and radicalization, the
community concept is geographically bound and linked to the local environment. Resources persons in
this perception cover both civil residents and professional social workers and housing workers etc who
perform their jobs within the physical framework of the community. In this context, the community will
be a residential area where citizens are generally characterized by socio-economic and socio-cultural challenges. In the Danish context, many such residential areas - or communities - are covered by a special
ghetto list. The parallelism approach also reflects that residential areas with a high proportion of citizens
with an ethnic minority background are especially in focus. The inclusion of civil society is often justified
by reference to the fact that local and government authorities cannot be present everywhere, and some
individuals and groups are not reachable by authorities. The strategy is based on a community anchoring
of the prevention efforts. However, it also builds on a representative mindset where local professionals
represents are conducting initiatives on behalf of authorities.

NO UNIVERSAL MODEL FOR COMMUNITY COLLABORATION
In CoCoRa, the community approach has varied from partner country to partner country. Thus, the concept and definition of the community was differentiated in practice, although the aims and objectives
were the same for all partners. Quite early in the project process, it became evident that the preconditions
for establishing a collaboration with Muslim communities on activities to prevent and counteract Islamist
radicalization were far from homogeneous.

LOCAL VARIATIONS TO THE COMMUNITY APPROACH IN COCORA
On the contrary, we realized that it is unrealistic and also irrelevant to operate with a universal approach
and design in terms of the delimitation of local collaborative Muslim communities. The community-based
approach in CoCoRa had
to originate from the national and local contexts
THE RELIGIOUS COMMUNITY APPROACH IN DENMARK
and situational condiTHE GEOGRAPHICAL COMMUNITY APPROACH IN FRANCE
tions in terms of current
THE CIVIL COMMUNITY APPROACH IN ITALY
national discourses on
THE YOUTH COMMUNITY APPROACH IN GERMANY
Islamist radicalization,
ethnic-cultural integraTHE INTEGRATION COMMUNITY APPROACH IN AUSTRIA
tion and exclusion, the
scope of ongoing prevention initiatives and related competition etc. Through the local adaptations of the CoCoRa aims and
programmes, different approaches to the community-based collaboration gradually emerged as local variations on the very same theme. The five approaches can be conceptualized as the religious, the geographical, the civil, the youth and the network approaches. Thus, the practical experience from CoCoRa in terms
of defining community is very much consistent with similar observations from recent years, as for instance
announced by the Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE):
“The term “community”, however, is complex and widely debated, and subject to different interpretations that
cover a variety of more or less overlapping notions. “Communities of interest” bring together individuals, groups
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and institutions that have one or more interests in common (e.g., a shared geographic area, the protection of a
particular culture, the pursuit of sport or another recreational activity). “Geographic communities” are made up
of the individuals, groups and institutions within a specific territorial space, such as a neighbourhood, a town, a
region, society or the entire population of a country. There can be communities of interest that have global and
transnational dimensions, in the sense of borderless communities that transcend local areas and state boundaries…”9

The RELIGIOUS community approach implies that a Muslim organization constituted the CoCoRa collaborative partner.
The GEOGRAPHICAL community approach implies that a close neighbourhood network of community authorities and youth organizations constituted the CoCoRa collaborative partner.
The CIVIL community approach implies that a diverse local network of voluntary, non-profit, non-governmental and civil society organizations constituted the CoCoRa collaborative partner.
The YOUTH community approach implies that a local variety of youth organizations and educational
organizations constituted the CoCoRa collaborative partners.
The INTEGRATION community approach implies that a local integration network of NGOs and civil
society actors, mosques and local authorities constituted the CoCoRa collaborative partner.
As it appears, there are more overlaps in this community categorization. For example, the network-based
approach is characteristic for most of the community categories. However, the difference is that the local
CoCoRa collaboration was based on different types of network and organizations. Consequently, the CoCoRa community approaches were categorized in accordance with the types of organizations most prominent in the networks. Thus, the categorization also reflects that the community-based collaboration differed in several aspects, depending on the types of network organizations and depending on the organizational purposes, target groups and activities. The following sections illustrates the characteristics, differences and similarities of the five CoCoRa community approaches in terms of:




Framework for the community-based collaboration
Coherence in the community-based collaboration
The Muslim perspective and position in the community-based collaboration

FRAMEWORK FOR THE COMMUNITY-BASED COLLABORATION
As shown in table 1 below, the community-based collaboration were founded on different collaborative
structures.

9

OSCE Office for Democratic Institutions and Human Rights ((2014): “Preventing Terrorism and Countering Violent Extremism and
Radicalization that Lead to Extremism: a Community-Policing Approach”.
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In the RELIGIOUS approach, the internal decision-making structures were decisive for the establishment of the CoCoRa collaboration. The internal organizational procedures had to be followed, and the
collaboration had to be approved by the organizational Board, who also appointed contact persons to be
present at all training sessions etc. This implied that the initial information process and the further recruitment of young people to the CoCoRa programmes were primarily carried out by the organizational
contact persons. In summary, the collaborative organization committed itself at the highest level to take
actively part in CoCoRa in order to ensure that the organization would benefit from the participation.
In the GEOGRAPHICAL approach, the close and long-term neighbourhood network facilitated the
local CoCoRa collaboration. In practice, the mutual organizational knowledge and relational trust was a
strong driver for the collaboration. Thus, the network commitment to collaborate in CoCoRa was founded
on solid local relations and positive collaborative experience among local authorities, local youth organizations and local civil agents.
In the CIVIL approach, there were no well-established collaborative structures to facilitate the anchoring
of the CoCoRa collaboration. However, by virtue of the CoCoRa partner's comprehensive network to
many different civil society organizations and highly respected position, the CoCoRa Collaborative programme became a catalyst for a new and closer collaboration practice, where a looser network developed
into a community-based action network for further common initiatives.
In the YOUTH approach, the local network was composed of several youth organizations in a looser
network. The individual organizations were all familiar with each other's existence, however, not directly
or continuously collaborating in advance. But the Youth approach implied that the collaborative organizations shared the values and the mission to strengthen young people's welfare and counteract radicalization processes through parallel local projects and actions. Thus, the local CoCoRa partner provided a
platform for bilateral collaborative meetings for the exchange of information and methodological experience linked by the common field of action and the shared mission.
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In the INTEGRATION approach, a local long-term network of integration agents formed the basis for
the CoCoRa collaboration. Thus, trustworthy relations and regular meeting structures were already established as a community approach for the CoCoRa programmes. Furthermore, the CoCoRa partner could
offer the physical and organizational framework for the anchoring of the CoCoRa collaboration starting
from the well-established collaboration on local integration issues and activities.

COHESION IN THE COMMUNITY-BASED COLLABORATION
As reflected in the various framework structures, the local communities in CoCoRa have been defined and
characterized by different kinds of collaborative cohesion. As shown in the table 2 below, the community
cohesion in CoCoRa had different pivotal points, ranging from the common organizational affiliation and
approach to Islam in the religious community approach – to shared values against social exclusion and
discrimination and youth unemployment as well as common promotion of equality, intercultural diversity
and prevention of radicalization and extremism.
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COMMUNITY COHESION SETS OUT THE FRAMEWORK FOR RECRUITMENT
The community cohesion also had a strong impact on the further recruitment of young participants to the
CoCoRa programmes. The missions and action fields of the local collaborative networks and organizations
naturally addressed specific target groups of young people. Although a local selection of young people
has taken place in accordance with the CoCoRa aims and objectives, the community practices and activities affected the recruitment and the composition of young participants in the CoCoRa Prevention and
Ambassador Programmes, as illustrated in table 3.

THE EMPOWERMENT AS DOMINANT DRIVER FOR RECRUITMENT
As another consequence, the Muslim perspective played a less obvious role in the recruitment process
than originally planned. Whereas the original aim was to recruit and train young Muslims as part of the
CoCoRa prevention strategy, the religious motive in practice took a more indirect position in the recruitment, with the exception of the religious community approach and the collaboration with a Muslim community. Instead, indicators such as equal treatment, diversity and intercultural understanding as well as
integration and inclusion entered the foreground.

IN SUMMARY, empowerment became an important parameter and a dominant driver for the recruitment of the majority of young participants across the partner countries and organizations. At the same
time, however, it is worth noting that the Muslim position in practice were a common frame of reference
for the majority of young participants in CoCoRa. Instead of being an explicit indicator for the recruitment,
the Muslim position became a common background experience that turned out to play an important role
in the young participants´ common reflections and learning processes - with particular emphasis on their
interest in religiousness and the interface between inclusion, equal treatment and intrreligious dialogue.
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USING CO-PRODUCTIVE METHODS IN PREVENTION
”Co-creation is done by combining as many resources and competences as possible relevant to the target group
that is the center of co-operation. (...) The special potential of the partnership is seen in contexts where the target
group itself takes ownership of problems, and the surrounding actors and stakeholders gradually change their
role and position from helpers to collaborators. ... "10
“The public become, not the passive recipients of state services, but the active agents of their own life. They are
trusted to make the right choices for themselves and their families. They become doers, not the done-for…”11

Basicly, the community-based approach is closely linked to the similar ideas and objectives in the co-production and co-creation methodologies. The main goal is to involve citizens in the design and development
of services and efforts as they themselves may be affected by. Similar to the community-based approach,
the co-productive approach builds on empowerment, but also on the very idea of activating and utilizing
citizens´ own insight and lived experience.

10

The National Council for Volunteering in Denmark (2013): ”A Magazine about co-creation”.
Cameron, D. (2007) Speech. Quoted from: Boyle, David & Harris, Michael (2009): “The challenge of co-production. How
equal partnerships between professionals and the public are crucial to improving public services”.
11
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There is a growing focus on the concept of co-production in the Western world in these years. Co-production has become a key word in the development of new welfare services and service profiles in accordance
with the actual needs and requirements among certain users and target groups. Co-production can be
defined as a collaborative practice, where several stakeholders are working closely together on defining
and producing certain types of services in an equal and reciprocal relationship across professional service
providers, service-users, volunteers, families and relatives, neighbourhood representatives etc. The basic
idea in co-production is that
the quality and efficiency of
various efforts will increase
when we put together all
relevant sources of information,
evidence-based
knowledge, lived experience, critical thinking and
assessment in order to establish the best possible solutions on certain needs
and requirements, be it on
a local, regional, national or
international level.

MULTI-AGENCY
AND
CO-PRODUCTION
APPROACHES
From this perspective, the co-production methodology can easily be related to the multi-agency approach, that nowadays has a prominent position in European research and development of prevention
methodologies and activities12. Generally, the multi-agency approach is focused on the exchange of information and insight across local authorities, schools, other relevant governmental institutions and stakeholders as well as local communities and civil society agents in contact with young people generally and
young people in risk positions in particular.

CO-PRODUCTIVE COLLABORATION IS A LONG-TERM COMMITMENT
In addition, a central learning point from CoCoRa is that the community-based and transversal collaboration cannot unfold its full potentials through occasional encounters where actors exchange information
and overall experience. It must be a continuous process, focused on the mutual responsiveness as well as
common development and testing of new prevention concepts and methodologies, based on the coproductive perspective. This can be the real source to empowerment, common goals, quality and equality
in efforts.
12

See: RAN Centre of Excellence (2017): ”RAN Local: Cooperation between local authorities and schools in multi-agency interventions and the prevention of radicalization”. RAN Centre of Excellence (2016): “Handbook on how to set up a multi-agency
structure that includes the health and social care sectors”. RAN P&P Working Group (2016): “Multiagency cooperation
around radicalized offenders”.
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4.
WHAT IS PREVENTION
OF RADICALIZATION?
”The aim of preventing extremism and radicalization is not merely to ward off terrorism – it also has wider implications for society. We need to stem the negative influence of extremist groups in local communities and on social
media, in order to protect our general welfare and safety. The independence, critical thinking and democratic skills
of our children
and
young
people must
be nourished,
as it helps to
increase their
resilience to
radicalization.
It also constitutes an intrinsic goal in a dynamic, democratic society
to secure the
development
and active citizenship of our
children and
young
people…”
(The
Danish Government: “Preventing and countering extremism and radicalization. National action plan”, October
2016).

Nowadays, prevention is the key word for a significant part of the total efforts against violent radicalization
and extremism. Both in international, national and local contexts, prevention is closely linked to practices
aimed at strengthening children´s and young people's resilience against criminal and violent behavior, but
also generally against intolerance, prejudices, discrimination, hatred and racism. Thus, critical reflection,
respect for diversity and human rights are some of the basic principles in the general prevention efforts.
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THE DELICATE BALANCE BETWEEN GENERAL AND EARLY PREVENTION
As highlighted in the quotation above, it is important to keep in mind that the preventive perspective
exceeds the question of radicalization. General preventive measures are primarily aimed to support children and young people in growing up in safety, thus to become equal and active citizens, who function
well regardless of their socio-economic, soco-cultural and social psychological background. Critical and
democratic thinking goes hand in hand in this concept of being an equal and active citizen. It is a future
perspective indicating that young people are offered the best possible opportunities to build resilience –
not only against radicalization and affiliations to violent extremism – but resilience against general marginalization and other factors that may weaken their well-being and their sense of belonging to society13.
In this way, general prevention efforts basicly include all children and youngsters in order to ensure wellbeing, resilience, safety and personal development conditions.

WHEN AND WHY DO WE SPEAK ABOUT EARLY PREVENTION?
The prevention triangle is often used to illustrate the levels of preventive needs and corresponding actions, ranging from general educational efforts and care in families, schools, childcare institutions, youth
clubs – to targeted efforts towards specific groups and finally more intrusive interventions that actually
exceed the limit of prevention work.
13

For instance: Euer, K., van Vossole, A., Groenen, A., Van Bouchaute, K. (2014): ”Strengthening resilience against violent
radicalization”.
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The general prevention has increasingly focused on the need for early and “pre-general” actions towards
children and youngsters considered to be particularly vulnerable due to a range of risk factors concerning
socioeconomic, socio-cultural, educational, health and personal conditions. Early prevention can be perceived as an increased awareness level within the general prevention. The rationale behind early prevention is that early awareness of poor well-being can prevent that risk factors develop into serious – even
irreparable – social problems and criminality, which may require comprehensive interventions on the next
levels of the prevention triangle in the long run. Thus, early and specific prevention is aimed at some
children and youngsters perceived as particularly vulnerable in terms of poor social and personal wellbeing and risks of criminality etc.

THE LEGITIMACY OF EARLY PREVENTION OF RADICALIZATION AND EXTREMISM
The concept of early prevention in social work has to some extent been transferred to the prevention of
violent radicalization and extremism14. In some contexts early prevention means early spotting of signs of
radicalization. In other contexts, it may be linked to actions in an early age, focused on schools etc15.
In CoCoRa, the concept of early prevention originally played a role by offering learning and training programmes, which would incorporate Islamist radicalization and extremism into a broader discourse of empowerment, citizenship and social entrepreneurship, equal treatment etc. In this context, early prevention was associated with a very broad concept of prevention. "Early" prevention indicates that the young
participants generally didn’t show signs of radicalization. But they generally belonged to communities
where young people may be exposed to outreach activities from Islamist groups.
Despite this potential risk, the preventive approach has given rise to critical reflections within the CoCoRa
partnership. The main question was, whether it is appropriate and legitimate to operate openly with prevention of radicalization in activities devoted to young Muslims and ethnic minorities. Would this link
reinforce the experience of stigmatization, and would the young people from the local collaborative communities consider the invitation to join the CoCoRa Prevention Programme as a potential discredit16.
In practice, it turned out that the local collaboration with communities served as a consent that CoCoRa
was an acceptable project, and the collaborative programme actually paved the way for the young people's interest in the CoCoRa programmes:
Firstly, the relational perspective and the positive relationship between the local community and the
CoCoRa partners was an important motivational indicator that clearly promoted the legitimacy of the
CoCoRa Prevention Programme.

14

For instance, early prevention is mentioned as a core task for VINK, the Unit for prevention of extremism and radicalization
in the City of Copenhagen.
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H.M. Government (2011): “Prevent Strategy” and “Prevent Duty Guidance”. RAN (2016): “School Leaders and Prevention of
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Secondly, the emphasis on the learning perspective in the CoCoRa programmes had a significant impact on the interest and commitment among the young people. The prospect of participating in a learning
programme, putting both practical, creative and theoretical themes on the agenda, appealed to the participants curiosity and considered the variations in learning styles, learning assumptions and learning expectations.
In this light, it makes sense to operate with the concept of early prevention even towards young people
who distance themselves from Islamist and other forms of violent extremism. There are two main reasons
for this approach:
Firstly, due to their affiliation to Muslim and ethnic-cultural communities, the young people are, in fact,
at risk of being approached by radicalizators from extremist groups.
Secondly, due to this risk, the young people may benefit from learning environments and dialogical activities with an obvious and declared purpose to strengthen their ability to critical thinking, their insight into
extremist narratives as well as their self-esteem, positive relations and combined efforts to engage in
social projects of common interest. Through this learning- and empowerment process, the young people
have the opportunity to develop the ability to resist and counteract extremist approaches – but also the
opportunity to increase the self-realization by making their own potentials and resources as equal citizens
visible for the surrounding society.

IN SUMMARY, early prevention of violent radicalization and extremism among young Muslims and ethnic minorities should be clearly perceived and announced as general learning activities aimed at strengthening the participants empowerment, faith in own resources and ability to contribute actively to society,
resilience against extremist approaches, ability to critical thinking as well as qualified and clever counteraction to societal stigma, discrimination and exclusion.

WHAT DO WE KNOW ABOUT THE BREEDING GROUND FOR
VIOLENT RADICALIZATION AND EXTREMISM?
“Fundamentalism exists in all systems of belief systems, political and religious, and is independent of ethnicity
and nationality. Fanaticism is a common human mystery…”17

Nowadays, there is a widespread consensus that the very concept of radicalization is blurry and not sufficiently clear and concise defined. This implies that prevention of radicalization is constantly causing uncertainty and discussions on relevant approaches etc. Previously, the concept of radicalization was generally defined as the process, in which individuals and groups gradually accept and affiliate with a violent
extremist mindset and behavior. Correspondingly, it should be possible to identify signs of radicalization
and thereby uncover and counteract a radicalization process through preventive efforts – especially in the
yellow field of the prevention triangle. However, concrete cases of terror and extremist attacks have relativized and partly rejected this rationalistic and somewhat instrumental mindset about radicalization.
There may be potential signs of radicalization. However, potential signs may include indicators such as
17

Quoted by Knudsen, Peter Øvrig in “Sheikh, Jakob (2015): “The children of Denmark in holy war”. (Danish).
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dailylife frustrations, lack of belonging, lack of recognition, all of them states of mind that can easily be
generalized to many individuals in society and not automatically be recognized as unmistakable signs of
radicalization and violent extremist preferences.

PREVENTION FOCUSED ON VIOLENT RADICALIZATION
Consequently, there has been a critical international debate on the very term of radicalization for a number of years. Researchers as well as practitioners in prevention and intervention efforts critically questioned the automatic linking of the concept of radicalization and the concepts of violent extremism and
terrorism18. As one of the arguments in this debate it is claimed that strong and consolidated democracies
should be able to include radicalist ideologies and attitudes as long as there is no indication that such
attitudes will lead to illegal and violent actions directed at societal institutions and civilians. However, in
the wake of recent terror actions, this discourse is also under fire, as the boundary between extremist
attitudes and violent actions is not clear and easily anticipated. In addition, some researchers noted that
radicalism is a relative concept, which always will be defined from the prevailing perception and definition
of normativity in the society. As norms and perception of the so-called normal behavior change dynamically over time, the societal perception of radicalism will also be influenced19.
“The drivers conducive to radicalization may include a strong sense of personal or cultural alienation, perceived
injustice or humiliation reinforced by social marginalisation, xenopshobia and discrimination, limited education
or employment possibilities, criminality, political factors as well as an ideological and religious dimension, unstructured family ties, personal trauma and other psychological problems…”20

Generally, the conclusion is that there is no simple or linear explanations on radicalization and affiliation
to violent extremist actions. No single factor seems to be causal and crucial in the radicalization process21.
But even so, it should be emphasized that the complexity of radicalization processes does not in itself
cancel the phenomenon of radicalization. There may be a need to distinguish clearly between radicalism
and radicalization in the context of prevention efforts and interventions against violent extremism. From
this point of view it makes sense to use the term of violent radicalization in order to state that prevention
efforts are targeting radicalization processes closely linked to violent and illegal extremism – even when
such processes follow unpredictable ways. Thus, the will to use violence can be an indicator for required
prevention and intervention efforts22.

IN SUMMARY, violent radicalization is perceived as a complex process that may not even appear as a
process, but rather as a U-turn or a sudden change of a previous trajectory. The complexity implies that
radicalization may be characterized either by equifinality, meaning that radicalization despite various
causal factors will lead to the same end result – or by multifinality, meaning that similar causal factors may
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lead to different end results23. In other words, radicalization is not easy to identify, to causalize and extrapolate in terms of a certain action and effect. The diffusion also relates to the fact that radicalization does
not in itself entail an illegal, violent anti-democratic and subversive process. Radicalization processes will
always be relative to society's political, cultural, normative and value-added mainstream, and the mainstream positions are not static.

TO LINK THE INDIVIDUAL, RELATIONAL AND SOCIETAL LEVEL
However, the many doubts about radicalization processes do not indicate that we are left helpless without
any means to trace and prevent violent radicalization and young people's affiliation to violent extremist
environments. But it probably means that we have to move our focus and resources from the ambition of
predicting and preventing individual violent radicalization cases - to the ambition of understanding and
counteracting the societal, cultural and psychosocial conditions that appear to be components in complex
and multiple radicalization processes.
In addition to the general results from research and practical prevention efforts, we may also pay attention
and listen more carefully to young people´s lived experience and perception of their own situation. This
process has been a crucial point in the CoCoRa programmes.
The CoCoRa programmes increased the awareness of young people´s own perceptions and explanations
of radicalization generally and Islamist radicalization in particular. The young participants have pointed to
elements, conditions and concerns, ranging from individuality and identity to poor relations to majority
communities as well as lack of social recognition, clashes between religiousness and secularism, the influence of global conflicts on daily life etc. Thus, the picture of complexity and ambiguity was to a large extent
confirmed, when radicalization was distilled by the young people´s own experiences, images and narratives, as briefly summarized in the following sections.

DOES SOCIAL VULNERABILITY AND MARGINALIZATION PLAY
A ROLE?
“Personal and individual factors:
For a very large number of participants, issues around identity and sense of belonging were seen as important
underlying factors in helping drive people toward radicalization and extremism. These included the implications
of lack of belonging; the tensions of multiple cultural allegiances and loyalties; rebellion against family or community norms; the yearning for cultural and religious authenticity…
Socio-cultural factors:
The dominant perceived driver in this category was the broad domain of marginalisation, racism and social exclusion. This included the rejection or marginalisation of minority groups by mainstream society; the phenomenon of self-exclusion and insularity by minority groups from the mainstream in an effort to preserve a coherent
cultural identity; and the corrosive experience of discrimination and racism in the community, particularly for
Muslim- and African-background participants…”24
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Socio-economic, socio-cultural and psychosocial conditions and marginalization processes have been
mentioned as explanatory factors in several studies to identify the roots of violent radicalization25, as for
instance presented in this quotation from a study at the Victoria University in Australia. Similarly to the
Australian results, in a survey among Danish social educators from prevention authorities 96 pct of the
respondents declared that young people showing signs of radicalization at the same time are characterized
by a number of other risk factors, one of which social problems weigh heaviest. Furthermore, the educators pointed to problems in school, family relationships, lack of integration as well as crime26.

THE ABILITY TO BUILD A GOOD-ENOUGH LIFE
In recent years, the concept of social vulnerability is predominantly linked to personal and individual psychosocial challenges, where young people´s search for identity and inadequate competences to cope with
their everyday life are focal points in research as well as in practical prevention efforts. One of the wellknown exponents – the Aarhus Model – is based on the discipline of Life Psychology and the core principle
of inclusion. On this basis, the Aarhus Model aims to strengthen the life skills and the motivation to take
part in common cultural, social, and societal life among radicalized young people, who may even be deeply
involved in violent extremist environments, former foreign fighters etc.27. The starting point is the life psychology concept of a good-enough grip on life. This is basically an individual matter depending on sociocultural and individual values, aspirations and contextual expectations. However, on an overall human
level it is about experience of well-being, of purposefulness and self-confidence that it is possible to meet
the individual expectations of a good-enough life.
The concept of life skills emphasizes the ability to make an effort to meet personal expectations for a goodenough life. For many young people, there will be a clear discrepancy between the idea of the goodenough life and the actual everyday life – due to a complex of personal, social, cultural and societal reasons.

TO IDENTIFY WITH SOMETHING GREATER THAN ONESELF
“To Western audiences inured to depictions of jihadists as either evil, bloodthirsty savages or deranged, religious
zealots, there must be something inherently incongruous and deeply unsettling about recognising the essentially
altruistic nature behind the actions of many jihadists. However, as discomfiting as this revelation may be, it is
nevertheless important to recognise that many individuals that gravitate towards jihadism often do so for largely
selfless reasons, being sincerely compassionate to those they see themselves as helping…” 28

Sometimes, this discrepancy may be the breeding ground for the search of new identification models that
expectedly may bring everyday life a little more in line with the idea of a good-enough life and well-being.
When the discrepancy is related to a daily experience of otherness, alienation and separation from the
mainstream society together with the lack of societal recognition and loss of significance and status, young
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people may look for a new identification model that is superior to the victimized position and lack of social
status, which often identify the lack of a good-enough life situation.

EMPOWERMENT OF THE OTHERNESS
As quoted above, jihadism may look like a superior cause that offers positive identification opportunities.
The jihadist cause may appear to be greater than the individual dailylife. In addition, the superior cause,
seems to offer social rehabilitation and recognition, at least as a starting point in the recruitment process.
From this point of view, it may even be relevant to speak about a deliberate empowerment of the experience of otherness that many young people from Muslim and ethnic minority communities are familiar
with, even when they were born and raised in European countries.
Thus, the identification with the superior causee may, paradoxically, be based on the highlighting and elevated status of the otherness that used to be identified with low status in the Western society.

EMPOWERMENT THROUGH THE EQUAL CITIZENSHIP
Generally, the young CoCoRa participants would be familiar to some extent with the structural and socialpsychological mechanisms of otherness and lack of societal recognition. This would occur step-by-step
through dialogues during the CoCoRa training programmes, even among the participants that could be
categorized as well-educated, well-employed and well-integrated from general socio-economic standards.
According to the national and local diversity in the total group of young CoCoRa participants, the role of
social vulnerability would be rated differently. In some collaborative communities, the structural framework conditions for violent radicalization would weight significantly due to the general socio-economic
and socio-cultural living conditions that the young participants belonged to. For some participants, it
would be relevant to speak about a certain discrepancy between the idea of a good-enough life and the
actual everyday life.
In other collaborative communities, the large proportion of newcomers would affect the assessment of
social conditions impact on young people´s radicalization. As newcomers, they would still be relatively
satisfied with the living opportunities, and generally, they were especially satisfied with the participation
in the CoCoRa programmes, which in itself represented a significant improvement of everyday life.
Other participants would declare that the need for identification and a positive sense of a recognized
identity would play a very important role in terms of breeding grounds for violent radicalization. From this
assessment, the personal vulnerability and lack of belonging and strong identification models would overshadow the structural and social implications:
“Radicalization and fascination of extremist environments are to many young people raising social and personal
status, as the young people in these environments are valued as individuals, thus gaining a sense of belonging
and a positive sense of identity - regardless of the goals and contents of the extremist community. The core is a
search for identity, recognition and belonging. Vulnerability in itself is not a sign or a cause…Keywords are information, information, information and education and religious dialogue…”29

Apparently, the young participants characterized by a high educational level and a strong sense of belonging to a community with a strong cohesion, would be most likely to focus on the importance of identity,
29
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self-esteem, belonging and positive identification models as a protection against violent radicalization.
Social vulnerability and marginalization, on the other hand, would not in this group of participants be
perceived as a strong driver for radicalization. From their experience, the strong community would form
a safe, supportive and appreciative frame against alienation and societal stigma.
Other young participants from more deprived neighbourhoods and characterized by less education would
not necessarily feel equally high expectations for community protection. But the CoCoRa programmes and
the strong focus on equal citizenship, rights and duties as citizens, new insight into democratic institutions
as well as encounters with local socio-cultural activities raised a great commitment and a new awareness
of the possibilities to improve everyday life and contribute to build a more secure community for one self
and others in the same position.

IN SUMMARY, across social, educational and situational differences among the young CoCoRa participants, the basic idea of building empowerment and resilience through the self-including citizenship made
a strong impression and had a clear impact on the participants´ mindsets.
This would not in any way be similar to the empowerment of otherness that seems to be a driver in some
violent radicalization processes. On the contrary, the community safety and protection is part of the process to gain recognition and claim the right to an equal citizenship as religious and ethnic-cultural minorities in European societies. It is part of the empowerment process and the concept of the self-including
citizenship that can pave the way for a good-enough life. The self-including citizenship represents a positive identification model based on the idea of participation and the experience of being able to make
a positive difference in society. From this perspective, the idea of the self-including citizenship may constitute an alternative narrative, where the superior cause is the improvement of equal opportunities
within the active citizenship.

DOES DISCRIMINATION AND ETHNIFICATION PLAY A ROLE?
“Yes, we experience prejudices and even discriminatory behaviour. It is very common in everyday life. For example, you sit in a crowded bus and the seat next to you is free. Nevertheless, people would rather stand up and be
pushed than taking the seat next to me…”30

The discourse on vulnerability, search for identity and the need for identification models based on significance and recognition is closely linked to the general discourse on discrimination and even racism in the
European and Western societies. The lived experience of discrimination were widely revealed among the
young CoCoRa participants. This topic was often done with some restraint, with some restraint for more
reasons:


Being a subject to discrimination does not fully match the ideal of empowerment and equal citizenship. Nor does it harmonize with the desire to abandon any victim role.



Being subject to discrimination is an occasional reminder that belonging to one or more minorities –
Muslims and/or ethnic-cultural minorities – you are not unconditionally considered as an equal fellow
citizen.
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Furthermore, many CoCoRa participants claimed that the suspicious attitude towards Islam and Muslims´
religious practice is transferred to a general suspicion of ethnic-cultural minorities of non-Western origins
– and vice versa. In either ways, the young people point to the phenomenon of ethnification. Non-Western
ethnic minorities become synonymous with Muslims, and Muslims become synonymous with the general
preconceptions and prejudices about ethnic minorities, which extends beyond religious issues and encompass wider questions about cultural differences within the us-and-them paradigm.
As a result of the ethnification process, young believing Muslims as well as young ethnic minorities without
a strong religious affiliation feel exposed to a double stigmatization, which ultimately places them in a risk
zone for violent radicalization and extremism.

IN SUMMARY, the current European dismissive discourse about integration must raise concerns that
the double stigmatization on one hand and the Islamist promises of rehabilitation on the other hand, will
continue to reinforce each other in a negative spiral, resulting in new homegrown terrorist acts31. There
seems, however, to be an increased awareness all over Europe that the prevention of Islamist extremism
must go hand in hand with the prevention and counteraction of societal enemy images of Islam and Muslim communities.

DOES RELIGIOUS IDEAS AND RELIGIOUSNESS PLAY A ROLE?
“It is too often forgotten that suicide terrorism and organisations such as al-Qaida and Isis are new in the history
of the Muslim world, and cannot be explained simply by the rise of fundamentalism. We must understand that
terrorism does not arise from the radicalisation of Islam, but from the Islamisation of radicalism…”32

For more than a decade there has been an ongoing discussion about the ideological elements and drivers
in violent radicalization processes. In the past, political-ideological and religious-ideological interests and
convictions were regarded as key drivers for attraction and recruitment to violent extremist groups and
environments. Consequently, this approach also implied that the ideological dialogue was considered to
be an efficient methodology in terms of disengagement and deradicalisation. A convincing and qualified
counter-narrative and dialogue about alternative religious interpretations would – seen from this analytical frame - be an appropriate means to bring young people back on track and prevent them from moving
further into violent extremism.

IN THE NAME, BUT NOT IN THE SPIRIT OF ISLAM
As previously mentioned, the religious-ideological approach is increasingly abandoned in favor of a more
complex understanding of the causal indicators that make young Muslims sign up for Jihadist groups. The
number of foreign fighters in Syria and Iraq from all over Europe has raised the question why some young
people feel committed to join IS, while the overwhelming majority of young Muslim believers in Europe
have condemned the misdeeds of war and terrorism for which IS is responsible.
31
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As quoted above, this would also be a question of what comes first. Do the Jihadis represent a new and
stricter orientation in Islam – or is Islam rather a pretext for a violent radicalization of underlying political
conflicts?
Regardless of this question, many researchers claimed that religious-ideological positions and religiousness do not in themselves give rise to radicalization processes. However, this does not imply that religion,
faith and religiousness cannot play an important role as a unifying and cohesive force in extremist communities33 as components in the complexity of push and pull factors behind Islamist radicalization and
extremism34.
“When radicalization and religiousness are so often linked, it is not least due to the fact that many extremists name
themselves as Muslims. By doing so, they abuse Islam. The lack of respect for religiousness and religious practice
is harmful for all Muslims, moderate as well as radicalized Muslims – as it stigmatizes all Muslims. Generalizations
make ditches between people…”35

Several of the young CoCoRa participants - along with representatives from the collaborating communities
– argued that it is not the religious commitment in itself that leads to violent radicalization and extremism.
Their arguments were that in cases, where religion seemed to play a prominent role in the radicalization
process, the driver would rather be the widespread negative myths about Islam and the widespread suspicion of religious affiliation in the surrounding society.

THE TENSION BETWEEN RELIGIOUSNESS AND SECULARITY IN SOCIETY
Seen from this perspective, there seems to be a growing tension between the secular society and the
active religious practice across Europe. The increased tension is expressed through an intensified debate
on the legitimacy of carrying religious symbols and clothing in public spaces. This current debate appears
to be increasingly restrictive when compared to the discourse on the interaction between secularity and
religious practice during the 2000s. Thus, previous positions claiming the importance and enrichment of
ethnic-cultural-religious diversity and intercultural understanding may be on retreat. This development
affects young Muslims in everyday life, where ethnic-cultural diversity and religious clothes frequently are
encountered with negative reactions in the press, in media, in the streets – thereby cementing the usand-them dichotomy as a legitimate perception. and even value. In this context, the us-and-them dichotomy can also be perceived as a secular value, whereas the secular ideology of separating politics and
religion relegates refers to religious symbols and visible expressions to the private sphere. At the same
time, this process may transfer the spiritual element from the public and political sphere to the private
sphere. Consequently, the public and political sphere may be de-spiritualized.
…”What exacly secularism does achieve, if not a non-spiritual society. The answer lies in the analysis of the
changing role of religion in a secular society. For secular society, religion is cut off from politics and confined to
the homes and private lives of individuals. It does not altogether remove religion from society, but curbs its
manifestations in state politicies and rule…”36
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Many believing Muslims may regard the privatization of the religious and spiritual element as a personal
restriction, insofar that faith and religiousness - and physical religious symbols - encompass the entire
existence. Religiousness is a dedicated approach to life, not state, not to be compared to a private interest
or hobby that only takes place in leisure time outside work, education or shopping in public supermarkets
etc.

ADDRESSING RELIGION IN PREVENTION EFFORTS
Some of the young CoCoRa participants would share this religious approach and mindset. Consequently,
the obvious suspicion of religious practices in the public sphere would be perceived not only as a religious
assault, but also as a discrimination and degradation of the equal citizenship.
However, the CoCoRa focus on Muslim communities was also controversial from the very start of the
CoCoRa partnership from the critical point of view that a public prevention programme should not directly
address a private matter such as the participants religious affiliation. This was all the more controversial,
because the religious affiliation was openly linked to prevention of violent radicalization and extremism.
By doing so, CoCoRa was a risk of labelling Muslims as potential extremists37. This kind of labelling may
lead to a boomerang effect, whereas the label in itself may strengthen the homegrown radicalization
derived from the experience of being mistrusted and regarded with suspicion. Instead, some partners
preferred to label CoCoRa as an intercultural and integration project, still having the same focus on radicalization and extremism.

IN SUMMARY, the adaptation of the religious approach in the CoCoRa context served a clear protective
and collaborative purpose, thus to prevent local communities and young people from the communities
from turning their back to the project because of its obvious and direct reference to religious affiliations
which are in some countries constitutionally privatized and thereby not linked to a public issue as citizenship.

DOES GLOBAL CONFLICTS PLAY A ROLE?
“The global perspective plays an important role. International politics has a radicalization impact. Conflicts in the
world - especially in the Middle East - create mutual resistance and maintain radicalization. Some young people
identify themselves with the war because their parents and families have suffered from the Middle Eastern history.
When the young people defense the conflicts, it often results in negative convictions in Western societies, and this
may ultimately lead to discrimination and racism…”38

The significance of the international conflict zones became truly visible in the wake of the civil war in Syria
and the increasing number of young foreign fighters all over Europe. Young people´s affiliation to IS and
combats in Syria and Iraq can be seen as the result of a complex Islamist radicalization process, which
cannot be fully investigated and explained in all its roots.
However, there is reason to pay a stronger attention to the importance of global and Middle East conflicts
for young people who, in fact, claim to be opponents of all forms of Islamist extremism. It is important to
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understand and be aware of the fact that young people´s defense of certain positions in global and Middle-eastern conflicts does not in itself constitute an Islamist discourse. As highlighted by young people in
CoCoRa, such positions must also be perceived within the framework of family ties, relatives and close
relations, personal life stories and circumstances. Many young people grew up in the shadows of war,
whether they were born in war zones or were born as descendants in Europe. Thus, many young people
in Europe were raised with pictures of suffering among close relatives in the wake of conflicts and war.
If we see radicalization solely as an individual matter, as irrational and as the result of misunderstandings, there is
a risk that we ignore responses that might prove productive. One example of such a response could be to address
the political issues of actual violent conflicts and suggest alternative and socially more acceptable ways to engage
in them. Another could be to enter into dialogue with the immediate social environments and constituencies of
the individuals in question to understand their grievances, be they real or perceived, be they related to domestic
or international politics, and then attempt to find non-violent ways to address them…” 39

IN SUMMARY, the CoCoRa programmes clarified why professional prevention workers – and society in
a broader sense - should be more attentive and responsive to young Muslims and ethnic minorities, when
they claim that radicalization connected to global conflicts derives from more than one level. It is not
merely an acceptance of violent extremism. In some cases there could also be a more personal and familyrelated level, on which radicalization can be a reaction of societal suspicion and lack of empathy towards
feelings and positions that relate to close family and human relations rather than affiliation to violent
Islamism.

IN SUMMARY, violent radicalization and violent extremist actions can never be excused, even when it
is driven by family tragedies. But the insight into the importance and impact of personal, family-based and
relational motives can provide a more nuanced image of the subjective situation and experience behind
some young people´s defense and even praise of terrorists in international conflict zones. The more this
kind of knowledge is used empathically in prevention the greater the chances of preventing extremist
sympathies from developing into violent actions – because we didn’t go into depth and were unable to
listen without reservation to the personal narrative and the personal pain behind the glorification of terrorists and horrible crimes. Without this insight and responsiveness, it will probably be difficult to provide
effective alternative narratives to young people who are divided in emotions and identities between objective and subjective positions towards international conflicts.

DOES MEDIA PLAY A ROLE?
“Radicalization and extremism are basicly perceived wrongly, because these phenomena very often are connected directly with religion and religiousness in media and in the public and political debate...” 40

Many of the young CoCoRa participants exposed their skepticism towards the public and media-based
discourses on the roots of violent radicalization and especially the explicit or implicit linking between
Muslim religiousness and violent extremism. Accordingly, researchers also pointed out that a simplifying
39

Hemmingsen, Ann-Sophie (2015): “An Introduction to the Danish to countering and preventing extremism and radicalization”, Danish Institute for International Studies.
40
Quoted from young participants in the CoCoRa Programmes, 2016-17.
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and stigmatizing media debate about the causal relations between Islam and extremism may in itself give
birth to young people's sympathies and attractions of fundamentalist Islamist groups and communities,
for example Hizb ut-Tahrir and Salafist movements41.
It has been argued that media are competing to bring the fastest and most intensive documentation from
terrorist acts around the world. In the ongoing competition on news, the media in practice expose terrorism's messages and may in the process contribute to a naturalization of the link between terrorism and
Islam, thereby indirectly making all Muslims accountable for misdeeds exercised by a very limited number
of Islamists. At the same time, the rapid development of digital and social media as well as the access to
cheap portable cameras and software have paved the way for Islamist propaganda which not only expose
violent actions, but also exhibits assaults against Muslim civilians around the world 42.
In recent years, the strategic use of media and narratives by extremists has been subject of an ongoing
critical debate among researchers and practitioners dealing with prevention efforts. It has been claimed
that extremist narratives are powerful and effective because of their subtle appeals to young people's
emotions and ideosyncrasies, be it anger, hate, injustice, shame, fear, simplified explanations of the world
situation as well as simplified explanations of the individual malaise and alienation 43.

IN SUMMARY, there are reasons to believe that media-based Islamist propaganda plays an active role
to an extent that we may not fully grasp and may not entirely be able to counteract through media-based
counter narratives etc. But, we do actually have the opportunity to put the media practice on the public
agenda for a critical and strategic review in order to discuss the impact of the media´s multifaceted and
contradictory role, where enemy images of Muslims as well as overexposure of terrorist acts in the worst
case may serve terrorist interests.
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Suhr, Christian and Sinclair, Kirstine (2016): “Facts and Fictions about Muslims in Danish Media”, Syddansk University.
Burke, Jason (2016): “How the changing media is changing terrorism”, The Guardian.
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RAN Centre of Excellence (2015): “RAN Issue Paper: Counter Narratives and Alternative Narratives”.
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5.
AN OUTLINE OF THE
COCORA STRATEGY
“You may possibly be more
aware of signs of radicalization if
you are familiar with the environments and communities
where young people go about,
such as young people in Muslim
communities. Perhaps young
people who are exposed for radicalization, tend to be more open
to other, so-called equa young
people than to professionals and
authorities. Perhaps, as an "insider", you may have a stronger
intuition and gut feeling about
these matters. Maybe…”44

COCORA – A STEP-FOR-STEP STRATEGY
The CoCoRa Prevention Strategy is based on a rather simple, stepwise and linear methodological process,
where each step forms the basis for the next step. Thus, the CoCoRa methodology makes a coherent and
consecutive whole, thus also reflecting the linear development in the total project plan, where one programme and step leads directly and organically to the next:

44

Quoted from young participants in the CoCoRa Programmes, 2016-17.
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However, the stepwise and linear approach does not in itself guarantee that the implementation process
is simple and straightforward. In fact, the CoCoRa strategy offers several challenges that need to be addressed in order to ensure a successful process and appropriate results.

THE FIRST CHALLENGE is the establishment of a solid contact and relation to the collaborative community, be it a Muslim organization or other local ethnic minority communities. The initial building of
mutual trust and confidentiality, common commitment and - not least – shared responsibility and accountability is the basis and precondition for the community-based prevention strategy. As previously
mentioned, the community approach may differ in terms of collaborative partners.
THE LEARNING POINT from CoCoRa is that collaboration must be based on a mutual agreement and
consent to collaborate in order to provide a sustainable bridge to the subsequent learning/training programmes. Without the community-based relation and trust, it may be difficult – even impossible – for
outsiders to reach the target group of young community people, when prevention of violent radicalization
and violent extremism is a headline for the efforts.

THE SECOND CHALLENGE is to construct and organize the prevention programme in a way that respects and co-productively utilizes existing knowledge and experience in the collaborative community.
This will imply the choice and order of learning/training subjects to engage the young community participants and keep their interest. Would they be ready to discuss issues around the breeding ground and
drivers in violent radicalization processes on an early stage of the training? Should this topic only be addressed and dealt with indirectly? How do we facilitate different learning styles and take different
knowledge and abstraction levels into account? How do we differentiate the learning subjects in order to
meet linguistic challenges? Etc. Regardless of local conditions, the mission of the prevention programme
is to introduce information, reflections and discussions on topics of relevance for young community peo-
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ple, who may or may not be exposed for radicalization and attempts of recruitment to extremist environments. Thus, the prevention programme must be composed from topics as well as pedagogical-didactic
methods that qualify the young participants for the further function as intercultural and community Ambassadors.
THE LEARNING POINT from CoCoRa is that the composition of the community-based prevention programme should be planned in consultation with the community contact persons as well as in consultation
with the young participants in order to ensure that the programme is constructed in accordance with local
experiences and expectations, also taking local pitfalls into account.

THE THIRD CHALLENGE is the recruitment and long-term engagement of young participants from the
collaborative communities. As previously mentioned, a decisive factor is to motivate young people for an
early prevention programme. We need to be aware that from the young participants view this may indicate that they are considered to be potentially at risk of violent radicalization. Therefore, it is important
that the internal community authorities and contact persons take responsibility for informing local youngsters about the opportunities they achieve through the programme. This includes in particular the possibility to continue in the Ambassador programme and the final goal of contacting authorities in the youth

and prevention efforts. In summary, it must be clear to the young people that the community supports
the programme and approves their participation.
THE LEARNING POINT FROM COCORA is that the close link between prevention, empowerment
and equal citizenship should be highlighted in the recruitment process. Even though the prior collaborative programme intends to approve and promote the recruitment process, the idea of empowerment,
influence and self-including citizenship is a strong motivational factor, as it changes a potentially negative
prevention approach to a positive learning and training opportunity. Thus, the learning and empowerment perspective should be emphasized in the recruitment process. The same applies to the prospect of
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the further Ambassador programme, whereas the access to become ambassadors and spokesmen for
young people from Muslim and ethnic minority communities and environments appealed positively to
several young CoCoRa participants.

THE FOURTH CHALLENGE is to conduct a continuous and coherent learning process across the Prevention programme and the Ambassador programme. Even though the Ambassador programme really
raised the young people´s expectations, the time lag between the two programmes meant that some
participants from the prevention programme were engaged in other activities in the meantime.
THE LEARNING POINT FROM COCORA is that the importance and the opportunities of the Ambassador programme should be very clearly communicated already during the Prevention Programme, thus
to ensure that the
young participants actually realize how they
can use and benefit
from the Ambassador
activities. At an early
stage of the Prevention Programme, the
participants must be
aware that the basic
learning goal is to empower and qualify
themselves to engage
in dialogues and communication
about
their personal and
community-related experience and prevention proposals to municipal authorities and other local stakeholders in the professional youth- and prevention efforts.
The Prevention Programme may also introduce some preparations for the Ambassador Programme by
drawing links between the learning and training topics and the future possibilities to address these topics
in the Ambassador Programme. Furthermore, it is important to plan a continuous process with as short
interval as possible between the two programmes. This final step in the project process represents the
important link between community resources and professional actors in the unified and common counteraction against young people´s radicalization towards violent extremism. In the Ambassador programme, this aim and action is combined with the empowerment process, where the young participants
qualify their outgoing communication through empowering learning and training activities.

THE FIFTH CHALLENGE would be the planning, recruitment and participation of local prevention authorities and professionals in local multiplier events and workshops. The professionals may feel that they
already are in contact with youth and community networks. In some cases, they may even conclude that
it is difficult to involve local communities in professional prevention activities.
THE LEARNING POINT FROM COCORA is that the planning of local multiplier events and the
recruitment of professional representatives should start very early as a continuous contact. When the
young participants are ready, they should also be involved in the invitation and recruitment process.
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6.
AN OUTLINE OF THE
COCORA COLLABORATIVE
METHODOLOGY
The main objective of the CoCoRa Collaborative Programme is to develop a programme that motivates
local communities and stakeholders engage and commit themselves to take actively part in the development and implementation of local prevention activities for young people in their communities. Thus, the
Collaborative Programme consists of three basic elements:
1) The outreach and recruitment process to engage local communities in the CoCoRa programmes.
2) The preparation and implementation of initial collaborative meetings and workshops.
3) The preparation of the prevention programme and the recruitment of young community participants.

THE OUTREACH AND RECRUITMENT OF COLLABORATIVE
COMMUNITIES
The outreach and recruitment process in CoCoRa followed different designs, due to the necessary adaptation to local contexts, options and conditions. However, the Collaborative Programme formed the common starting point for all local versions of the community-based approach, and all partners used the same
basic materials to raise awareness and interest in the CoCoRa ideas and activities in local communities. In
summary, the outreach process turned out to be successful, as the community representatives were motivated by the arguments for the new community-based prevention perspective.
The following list of good arguments formed the guidelines for the local community introductions of the
CoCoRa project, its aims, objectives and methodological approach:
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A LIST OF GOOD ARGUMENTS FOR THE COMMUNITY COLLABORATION


WHY DO WE START THIS
PROGRAMME












WHY DO WE ASK FOR
YOUR COLLABORATION





WHAT DO WE OFFER IN
THIS PROGRAMME





SO, WHAT IS OUR
MISSION





BECAUSE we see increased efforts to prevent young people´s political-religious radicalization and engagement in violent extremism throughout Europe.
BECAUSE we see a common concern among politicians, professional authorities, civil society, local communities and families that young people
may act in a way that can destroy their entire lives. Such examples have
been seen in the wake of the civil war in Syria, but also in the wake of terror throughout Europe.
BECAUSE we see an urgent need to prevent young people from being involved in violent/militant extremist groups or environments.
BECAUSE most prevention programmes are launched and implemented by
public authorities and professional youth workers, social workers, police
etc.
BECAUSE most resources in the prevention efforts are aimed at strengthening the professional know how and preventive tools.
BECAUSE we only have very limited experience on contacts and collaboration between professional authorities and civil society/local communities
in the prevention efforts.
BECAUSE there is a growing interest all over Europe to involve local communities more directly in the efforts to prevent young people from engaging in violent extremist groups, environments and actions.
BECAUSE we believe that many local communities, associations and families are concerned that young people in their community are at risk of being engaged and radicalized towards violent extremism.
BECAUSE we believe that many local communities, associations and families have trustful and confidential relations to young people – that thus important resources to disengage young people at risk.
BECAUSE we believe that an equal and appreciative cooperation between
local communities and professionals can pave the way to dialogue, exchange of experience, exploitation of knowledge and sustainability in prevention efforts.
BECAUSE we believe that good prevention should build on empowerment,
recognition, active citizenship and democratic participation on young people´s own terms.
A long-term Prevention and Empowerment Programme for young people
in your community.
A short-term Ambassador Training Programme for young people in your
community.
A final Prevention toolbox for further prevention work and training.
THAT young people at potential risk of political-religious radicalization and
extremism denounce these sympathies by being offered better alternatives through the CoCoRa programmes.
THAT young people recognize and define themselves in the concept of an
equal, active and self-including citizenship through the CoCoRa programmes.
THAT young people are empowered and trained to present their needs
and requirements in direct dialogues with prevention authorities and professionals – thus to be visible, heard and recognized.
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In practice, the Collaborative Programme was planned as three meeting sessions for local community
representatives. Again, this must be considered a tentative framework to be adapted to local contexts
and requirements. In CoCoRa, some partners accomplished the general programme as several parallel
meetings for different community actorsin order to obtain a collaboration agreement. Other partners
arranged several meetings within one community etc. The timeframe also varied according to the local
requirements for meetings either during daytime, evenings or weekends etc.
The general Collaborative Programme is presented below. A common CoCoRa brochure was produced in
all partner languages to support the presentations.

SESSION 1
Presentation of the CoCoRa Project
Materials:



Slides/exercises about CoCoRa aims,
objectives, target groups, activities
Slides/exercises about equality and
active citizenship, appreciative approach in prevention efforts

SESSION 2

SESSION 3

Workshop with the representatives of
the local community and focus group
Materials:

Meeting with the young people
and their families and recruitment
for the CPP
Materials:





Slides/exercises about Radicalization and extremism
Slides/exercises about process exercises to gather ideas regarding activities for young people developed in
the Prevention Strategy





Slides/exercises about the Selection Process: target group, description of the CPP, objectives,
activities
CoCoRa Brochure and handouts
about the CoCoRa project

Furthermore, the following picture illustrates an example of a local plan for the Collaborative Programme.
As can be seen, the total programme period lasted several months. This reflects the need in some cases
to involve and obtain approval from many community stakeholders before the collaboration is finally established. However, it is important to comply with this process, because it may be essential for the further
collaboration and community commitment to the subsequent programmes and activities.
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7.
AN OUTLINE OF THE
COCORA PREVENTION
METHODOLOGY
The main objective of the CoCoRa Prevention Programme is to invite young people from the collaborative
communities to be introduced to issues related to empowerment, equal citizenship, antidiscrimination
and antiradicalization – but also to be
trained in critical reflection and assertive
communication and argumentation etc.
Thus, the Prevention Programme represents a long-term learning and training
process. As a starting point for the planning
of the Prevention Programme, the CoCoRa
partners discussed a wide range of learning
subjects and pedagogical-didactic approaches in order to clarify how you deal
with early prevention from the learning/training perspective instead of a individual coaching or guidance approach.
One question would be how to deal with
prevention in collective learning environments. In practice, the partners developed a common programme framework that partners were free to adapt to some extent to local contexts, timeframes and –
not least – to the proposals, requirements and expectations in the collaborative communities.
In practice, the programme framework includes a gross list of learning topics and related, adaptable learning materials such as presentations, exercises, articles etc. On this common basis, partners have selected
topics of special local relevance. The gross list is shown below with topics in random order:
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COCORA PREVENTION PROGRAMME
TOPIC 1)
EQUAL AND ACTIVE CITIZENSHIP - EMPOWERMENT IN PRACTICE

TOPIC 2)
DISCRIMINATION AND EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES – IN DAILY LIFE AND LEGISLATION

TOPIC 3)
VALUES, TRADITIONS AND SENSE OF BELONGING

TOPIC 4)
MULTIPLE IDENTITIES AND CULTURAL DIVERSITY

TOPIC 5)
VIOLENT RADICALISATION AND EXTREMISM

TOPIC 6)
YOUTH POLICIES AND LOCAL YOUTH OPPORTUNITIES FOR SOCIAL PROJECTS

TOPIC 7)
YOUTH STRATEGIES AND TRAJECTORIES – THE GOOD LIFE FOR YOUTH AND ADULTHOOD

TOPIC 8)
COMMUNITY ENCOUNTERS

TOPIC 1)
EQUAL AND ACTIVE CITIZENSHIP - EMPOWERMENT IN PRACTICE
Ideas for content:
• What does empowerment mean - and why would it be relevant for me?
• Was does personal freedom mean, what does freedom with responsibility mean – and what relevance
does this have for my life?
• Equal citizenship in practice – something I have, something I get from others, something I take myself?
• What is self-including citizenship?
Methods and tools:
• Future workshop, introductory presentations, group work & exercises, theatre &roleplay, collage, photo,
videos & film, external lecturers, visits and excursions etc
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HOW TO ADDRESS MULTIPLE IDENTITIES AND TRAJECTORIES
As one example, some young participants focused on the topic about multiple identities and cultural diversity in order to discuss their personal experience – and sometimes personal confusion – about being
part of both a minority culture and a majority culture and social structure.

In the discourse of identity, the young participants were usually focusing on their affiliation to Islam and
religion, thus themselves emphasizing an identity position of difference, compared to the majority society. However, when they were asked to reflect on significant life arenas with a strong identificational
power, they pointed to a wide range of life arenas, none of them explicitly associated with religion. Their
choices would range from travelling to education, hobbies and also family life. Then when confronted
with the lack of religion in their identities and life arenas, they confirmed that their affiliation to Islam
and their personal – and common – religiousness was an integrated part of the other identities and
thereby neither separated nor excluded from their multiple identities. Similar to this, they would reflect
on the diversity in their cultural affiliations and conclude that they could be part of different cultural traditions without feeling split or rootless, because they learned to move between different identities, life
arenas, expectations and cultural values.
However, the discourse on multiple identities gave rise to a common reflection on the link between split
identities and affiliation to violent extremist environments. One of the conclusions among the young
participants was that it is important to distinguish between the capacity – or the lack of capacity - to
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handle and benefit from multiple identities and life arenas representing different traditions, norms and
values. The lack of this capacity may lead to split identities and the feeling of no roots.

HOW TO ADDRESS THE SELF-INCLUDING CITIZENSHIP
As another example, the young participants were presented for the very concept of citizenship from both
a formal and informal position. The discourse about citizenship has given rise to profound reflections on
the sense of belonging and societal expectations in terms of being recognized as an equal citizen, even
though one may not have a formal citizenship. Is it possible to perceive oneself as an active and equal
citizen, if you at the same time feel like a foreigner due to your parents´ origins, your family roots abroad
etc? These are very important questions and dilemmas that can be addressed in connection with the
socalled self-including citizenship. The idea is that the young people through such reflections realize that
the active and equal citizenship basicly is about behaviour and motivation to do good things and make
your resources and capacities available for your society and social contexts. By doing so, you are including
yourself in the societal community. This is what empowerment and the active and equal citizenship is
about. This is also true even though many of the young CoCoRa participants are sharing experience of
discrimination and exclusion.

HOW TO ADDRESS NARRATIVES IN EARLY PREVENTION
The role of counter- and alternative narratives in prevention efforts against radicalization is increasingly
highlighted45. The importance of producing counter- and alternative narratives that can provide an effective counterbalance to the professional stream of extremist narratives has been confirmed by former extremists. However, it seems difficult to determine what kind of narratives are needed at different stages
in the preventive efforts.
45

For an overview, see: RAN Centre of Excellence (2015): “RAN Issue Paper. Counter Narratives and Alternative Narratives”.
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Against this background, the CoCoRa programmes included general narrative methods as part of the early
prevention activities. The purpose was not in the first place to create counter narratives, but rather to
open a door in a sensitive and attentive manner to the young participants personal life stories and experience. From this individual basis, it is possible to point to common experience and pave the way for positive and contructive alliances between the participants. The overview of narrative tools below is an example of the narrative methodology in CoCoRa46:

Tool 1: „The narrative mode“
• Try to focus on first hand experiences which can be shared as a personal narration.
• Even if opinions and general statements are given, search for the personal experiences/ narratives which lie behind
them.
• Always ask for more story-like/ narrative input from people.

Tool 2: „Participatory observation“
• Be maximally immersed and participate in what you research
• Directly interact with the people you research.
• Give feedback to people about your observations and receive their reactions.

Tool 3: „Personal understanding“
•

Observe in detail and ask questions until you are able to reach a personal understanding.

Tool 4: „Me at home as a stranger “/ ‘interior ethnography’
•
•
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Take the position of someone for whom everything is totally strange/ unknown, like an ethnographer in an unknown
tribe.
Don’t take anything for granted, no quick conclusions, double-check and triple-check all your assumptions.

The short extract is from Cultures Interactive: “Narrative Interaction – in preventive youth work and in practice research.
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8.
AN OUTLINE OF THE
COCORA AMBASSADOR
METHODOLOGY
The Ambassador Programme forms the final scene of the CoCoRa programmes. But the Ambassador Programme is also a highlight of the total process, because the young participants as intercultural ambassadors have presented their learning process for external actors. Thus, the Ambassador role has consequences. As intercultural Ambassadors, the young
participants have committed themselves to leave
the protected environment in the community
group in order to convey their views, critical points
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and future expectations to society as young representatives from Muslim and ethnic minority environments.
In practice, this fulfillment of the Ambassador role was conducted partly at local multiplier events for
local authorities and professionals from the general prevention and youth efforts – and partly at the CoCoRa Closing Conference. Prior to the Ambassador presentations, a period of training and preparation
had taken place.

EMPOWERMENT THROUGH EXTERNAL COMMUNICATION
One of the main missions in the ambassador program is the external communication. To prove themselves
as intercultural Ambassadors, the young participants should have the opportunity to communicate and
visualize their needs and requirements as well as their knowledge and resources as young equal citizens
towards prevention authorities and other stakeholders in professional youth efforts. The CoCoRa closing
conference and the local multiplier events served this purpose as the culmination of the long-term learning and training efforts.
Communication and dialogical techniques are the
core topics and tools in
the CoCoRa Ambassador
Programme. To be capable of – and feel courageous to - put forward
personal views and comment on public and even
political-religious issues
in front of professionals
and authorities is the pivotal point of the ambassador function.
The qualification for as
well as the planning and
completion of the ambassador task will, of course,
depend on the prerequisites of the young people
who train to become ambassadors:

AN OVERALL AND COMMON REQUIREMENT is that young ambassadors must possess the courage
and motivation to enter into dialogue with authorities and professionals, who generally will be far more
trained in presenting critical arguments, questions and answers.
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A CONTEXTUAL AND AUTHENTIC REQUIREMENT is that the young ambassadors must adapt their
means of communication to their own specific individual, intellectual, creative, linguistic, attitudinal and
emotional skills and resources in order to be authentic and conv incing in encounters with authorities and
professionals.
In addition, the young ambassadors must be able to adapt and differentiate their messages and communication forms to different audiences:




Is it appropriate to use powerpoint presentations
Would personal narratives have the strongest impact?
Would the use of statistics highlight and support our views? Etc.

MULTIPLE WAYS OF STORYTELLING
The CoCoRa Ambassadors used a wide range of methodologies to promote their messages towards local
and transnational audiences, for instance:
Some of the Ambassadors preferred the intellectual approach combined with personal narratives and
putting a strong emphasis on the issue of drivers behind young Muslims violent radicalization.
Some of the Ambassadors developed their own video to illustrate their personal and social concern about
the discrimination and the excluding mechanisms that even young people from minority groups would
use to exclude each other from youth communities.
Some of the Ambassadors had a strong linguistic challenge and accordingly chose a communication methodology that allowed them to use music and sound effects instead of intellectual dialogues. Thus they
were trained in the creative stop-motion technique, using photos, painting, registering voices and music
to present their experience of unequal treatment, discrimination, exclusion and the need for intercultural
understanding in society and local communities.

TO BALANCE EMPOWERMENT AND VICTIM´S ROLE
The externalization of personal experience from Muslim and ethnic minority environments implies in itself
a visualization and recognition, when the young people achieve attention and responsiveness from professional youth and prevention workers. However, this requires a sensitive balance between the impression of empowerment, talent and strength on one hand – and on the other hand, the vulnerability that
appears from narratives about discrimination, societal suspicion and sense of otherness. It is very important to be critically aware of this balance in training the ambassador's role through communication
techniques.

THE TRAINING IN INTERRELIGIOUS DIALOGUE
In general, the focus on the interreligious dialogue between prevention authorities and faith communities
merely seems to derive from a political-administrative desire to gain insight into resources in the communities, but also to impose a democratic mindset by encouraging religious communities to put democratic
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values on the agenda47. In this sense, it may be a secular dialogue rather than a truly interreligious dialogue. This kind of dialogue may also communicate a direct or indirect message that especially Muslim
values are not entirely identical and compatible with democratic values. Consequently, it is highly important to be aware that interreligious dialogue on equality terms must be based on the mutual expectation of added value across religions and beliefs.

TO RECOGNIZE THE PERSONAL APPROACH TO FAITH AND RELIGION
In CoCoRa, we practiced different approaches to the interreligious dialogue. As one of them, the question
of individual affiliation to religion and faith was accompanied by visits to various religious institutions,
based on the theme of “my religion and your religion – similarities and differences in cultural-religious
approaches”. By emphasizing the cultural aspect in religiousness, the young participants actually gained
understanding, curiosity, openness and respect for other religious practices.
The key is the personal narrative approach in which religion and religiousness is personalized and embedded in the individual personality - instead of being placed on an outer, objectifying battlefield.

TO RECOGNIZE RELIGIOUSNESS AS A NORMAL EVERYDAY PRACTICE
Some of the young CoCoRa participants and Ambassadors draw attention to the need for recognition of
religiousness and religious practices as natural parts of the mainstream "normativity" in society. The point
is that religious practice often is perceived as a deviant behaviour in relation to the mainstream normativity in secular Western
societies. Consequently,
as a religious person and
citizen, you are categorized as different and
strange. Thus, the delimitation of religiousness
from social normativity
and mainstream overshadows the fact that religious citizens also live a
common secular life – in
educational institutions
and labour market, by
eating and partying with
friends and family, by visiting theatres and cinemas etc.
The main difference is
that dailylife also integrates a religious and spiritual dimension.
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As an example, see: The Swedish Government Communication 2014/15:144: “Actions to Make Society More Resilient to
Violent Extremism”.
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9.
EFFECTIVE MECHANISMS
IN THE COCORA
PREVENTION STRATEGY
The concept of effective mechanisms is derived from the evaluation theory and practical traditions, where
effective mechanisms are analyzed and described as the approaches, methods and tools that contribute
to provide the intended effect. In CoCoRa, we also used the concept of effective mechanisms to focus on
certain strategic elements of importance for the impact of the CoCoRa programmes. Based on this analysis, we would highlight the following methodical perspectives:
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THE PEER-TO-PEER PERSPECTIVE
The peer-to-peer perspective indicates that the mutual exchange of personal narratives and experience
among peers is of great importance to young people's learning process. This is especially true when dealing with challenging emotional and conceptual issues such as citizenship, discrimination and radicalization.
The peer-to-peer perspective constitutes a collective reflection and learning environment which may very
well exist side by side with individual efforts such as individual coaching or mentorship etc.
In CoCoRa we experienced that the peer-to-peer exchange between young migrants and other young residents with diverse background had a valuable and efficient impact on the young migrants sense of belonging and integration process. At the same time, the mutual exchange of personal narratives as well as
interreligious dialogues across religions was a strong eye opener that paved the way for tolerance and
mutual respect of ethnic-cultural and religious diversity. The common recognition of diversity improved
the their shared sense of empowerment and commitment to local activities. Thus, the peer-to-peer methodology gave rise to a strong common engagement in local affairs, where the young participants within
the framework of the CoCoRa Ambassador programme even contacted local politicians in order to address
the need for local environmental improvements etc.
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THE RELATIONAL PERSPECTIVE
The relational perspective indicates that the involvement and equal collaboration with high-status persons
within the community is an intrance to Muslim and minority communities that may not easily be established without the strong emphasis on relational ties, mutual trust, confidentiality and recognition. It is a
relationship which exceeds the general networking, because confidentiality is a crucial element. In the
light of the concept of social capital, it is rather a question of bridging across different social groups and
cultures – than bonding with people similar to oneself, 48 even though the similarities may turn out to be
significant by closer contact.
Furthermore, the relational aspect also concerns the question of physical anchoring of prevention activities. Even though community approach differed in CoCoRa, some experience confirms that the community
anchoring can play an important role. By anchoring the activities on the community's own half, it is emphasized - both symbolically and in practice - that the community is the source to knowledge, trust and accountability in terms of young people´s relationships and political-religious orientations.
Thus, the bridging to local communities may be a question of both relationship building and physical anchoring.

THE LEARNING AND PROMOTION PERSPECTIVE
As mentioned above, the learning and promotion perspective indicates that the young participants perceive the prevention strategy and programmes as an innovative learning arena which is not only useful
from a community point of view, but also represent a stepping stone to personal learning and knowledge
building. To qualify oneself individually and to collaborate with other young people in building skills for
common benefits are core factors in the development of empowerment, self-awareness and positive motivation to participate in social projects and processes.
Furthermore, the promotion aspect has proven to weigh heavily in the young participants commitment.
Even though some participants refrained from attending the Ambassador programme due to the obligation to convey experience to external stakeholders, the majority of participants were very committed to
the idea of the Ambassador function, although they didn’t have any experience with performing for a
professional audience. But the new position as Ambassadors encouraged many of them to step forward
at the transnational and local stage in order to communicate their messages and in order to demonstrate
that they believe in the mission of empowerment and the idea of participartory and self-including citizenship.
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Putnam, Robert D. (2000): ”Bowling alone. The Collapse and Reival of American Community”.
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THE TIME PERSPECTIVE
The time perspective indicates that the CoCoRa strategy and process couldn’t be completed through a few
meetings and training days. It is a long-term process for each of the CoCoRa programmes. Even within the
local models with a limited time schedule, the idea was that the young participants would continue to
attend activities in the extension of the CoCoRa programmes. Thus, the timeframe plays a basis role in the
planning and implementation of the strategy. Without respect and realistic sense of time, there is a danger
that the strategy will fail. There are no easy shortcuts to a positive and sustainable outcome in this form
of prevention strategy.
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